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Abstract
A fundamental problem in parallel computing is partitioning data structures in
such a way as to minimize communication between processes while keeping the loads
balanced. The problem is particularly acute when the underlying data structures are
irregular, pointer-based structures. Here we present a methodology for partitioning a
general class of dynamic data structures with guaranteed bounds on load-balancing
and communication costs. Our method is based on a form of graph grammar, which
specifies only families of graphs for which a “good” partitioning must exist. By
modeling the construction and changes in a data structure using our formalism, one
can quickly derive a good partitioning for a wide variety of common data structures.
Moreover, expressing the structure updates in our grammars is generally a trivial
operation with little overhead; this makes our approach particularly well-suited to
dynamic situations.

1

Introduction

A fundamental problem in parallel computing is partitioning data structures
in such a way as to minimize communication between processes while keeping the loads balanced. The problem is particularly acute when the underlying data structures are irregular, pointer-based structures. Here we present a
methodology for partitioning a general class of dynamic data structures with
guaranteed bounds on load-balancing and communication costs. Our method
is based on a form of graph grammar, which specifies only families of graphs
for which a “good” partitioning must exist. By modeling the construction and
changes in a data structure using our formalism, one can quickly derive a good
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partitioning for a wide variety of common data structures. Our approach is
also particularly well-suited to dynamic situations—structures can be both
constructed and updated by the same sort of grammar rules. The method is
illustrated by first giving a precise definition of “good” partitionability as it
pertains to parallelism, then proving all the graphs we generate do indeed have
good partitions, and finally by showing how a wide variety of useful graphs
can be produced using our formalism.
Our partitioning technique has a number of advantages over existing methods, which can be slow and/or require significant programmer interaction. The
grammar is usually trivial to produce given a particular data structure and
associated update methods, and we have observed little overhead in grammar specification. Our method is also very fast: once the structure has been
constructed, the cost of partitioning for an arbitrary number of processors
is at most linear in the number of graph nodes. Moreover, the partitionings
so produced have a guaranteed quality, with specific bounds on the resultant
communication cost and load balance. This makes our method quite viable,
combining the speed and cost-guarantees of a problem-specific approach with
the generality of heuristics, while maintaining a simple and straightforward
specification and implementation.
Naturally, if graphs or data structures are restricted to being amenable to
partitioning, then not all data structures will be expressible, and this is intended. The grammars we define, though, are general enough to express many
common data structures: trees of course, threaded trees, trees where the leaves
have sibling pointers, structured compiler control flow graphs, and with some
extension, rectangular grids and other less “tree-like” structures. In fact, while
the graphs we generate are more general than trees, the grammar specification defines an upper limit on tree-width [90]; thus they are all “tree-like” in a
mathematical sense, and in a manner correlated with the grammar definition.
In the following section we formalize the notion of “partitionability” and describe the criteria we will use for measuring quality. Section 3 develops the
basis for the grammars in which we are interested. In Section 4 we prove
that weighted k-ary trees can be partitioned with guaranteed bounds on loadbalancing. This result is used in Section 5, where we relate the derivation tree
of any graph produced by our grammars to the actual graph. By partitioning
this weighted tree we also partition the graph, and the bounds on cost and
balance of the graph partitioning follow from the tree partitioning; this is our
main result. Section 6 extends this result to a larger class of graphs, showing
how we can generate denser graphs with a corresponding sacrifice in partitionability. Section 7 illustrates the expressibility of our formalism; we show
several different grammars defining several different graphs commonly used in
computer science applications. Contrasting this are the results in Section 8,
where we establish limits on the “tree-width” of all graphs we generate. Fi2

nally, Section 9 contextualizes our method; we describe other approaches to
managing irregular data structures for parallelism, and provide an overview
of related work on graph grammars.

2

What is a Good Partition?

It is a platitude to say that a “good” partition should not cut too many links.
We need a quantitative notion of what this means. The paradigmatic example
of an easily decomposed structure is a tree and an easily partitioned structure
should be, roughly speaking, as easy to partition as a tree. Thus, we define a
strong partitionability through the following series of definitions.
Definition 1 A p-partitioning of a graph D = (V, E) is an equivalence
relation ∼
= on the vertices of D such that there are exactly p equivalence classes.
A p-partitioning induces a communication cost from a partition to the rest of
the graph (and of course to any other partition), which is simply the number
of edges “cut” to isolate any partition. For a given partitioning P let Vi be
the set of nodes associated with the ith piece.
Definition 2 The communication cost of Vi is defined as:
Cost(Vi ) = |{(v, v ′) ∈ E| v ∈ Vi ∧ v ′ 6∈ Vi }|
In parallel computing, processors are not usually viewed as a resource fixed at
compile-time. Accordingly, partitionability should be a property which provides bounds on communications costs no matter how many partitions are
envisaged.
Definition 3 Given some function f of n, an f -partitionable graph of n
vertices is a graph that can be partitioned into p pieces of size (n/p) ± c for
any 1 ≤ p ≤ n and some constant c, such that the communication cost of any
piece is no more than f (n).
Arbitrary, undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges are trivially n2 partitionable, since each node in a partition of n/p ± c nodes can connect to
no more than n other nodes. Graphs with a bound k on the degree of each
node are kn-partitionable.
O(1)-partitionable graphs are clearly ideal. Unfortunately, this category only
includes lists and small variations; for instance, the class of trees with bounded
fanout k has a lower bound on communication cost of Ω(k log(n)/ log(k)) (see
the discussion of Theorem 3.2 in Diks et al. [21]). Since trees are certainly a
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Fig. 1. A reasonably partitionable graph.

data structure we would like to represent, any general partitioning strategy
will have a similar lower bound.
√
√
Square grids of n × n vertices form another interesting
class of graphs,
√
ones which have a lower bound on partitionability of n. Dense structures
such as these, though, are often more efficiently represented by arrays than by
pointer-based structures. Nevertheless, and despite the relatively high lower
bound on partitionability, it is sometimes desirable to generate such graphs
explicitly.
If we are to quantitatively evaluate partitioning it is necessary to commit
ourselves to some hard distinction as to what is reasonable and what is not.
Certainly trees are necessary, and with simple extensions can be made to encompass the bulk of computer science data structures. Similarly, grids are often
better dealt with using array-based methods. The fundamental dichotomy is
therefore embodied in the following definition:
Definition 4 Let G be an f -partitionable graph. Then G is reasonably partitionable if f ∈ O(log(n)).
Remarks: Almost all data structures fall into this category, other than direct representations of densely-connected data (such as grids or triangulations). Obviously, this also excludes any graph with a node having degree
in ω(log(n)); for example, a tree with each leaf connected to the root is not
k log(n)-partitionable for any constant k, since some partition piece must include the root (of degree n). An example of a reasonably-partitionable graph
is in Figure 1; here a linked list of nodes is divided into n/ log(n) pieces each
of length log(n), where the head of each piece is connected to every node in
its piece. This example is noteworthy for demonstrating that a reasonablypartitionable graph can include an unbounded number of vertices with degree
log(n).
The definition of partitionability is relatively straightforward; it is a considerably more complex task to algorithmically detect or specify reasonablypartitionable graphs. In the subsequent sections, however, we develop a class
of non-trivial graph grammars which do only express reasonably-partitionable
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graphs.

3

Dangling Graph Grammars

Graph grammars in general are rewrite systems. Given a graph, a graph grammar specifies how to locally change the graph into another graph, based on the
existence of a certain subgraph. The rules which govern this transformation
are termed productions, and the graph to which the productions are (initially)
applied is the axiom. This process is usually iterated, generating a sequence
of graphs, which collectively constitute the language of the grammar.

3.1 Dangling Graphs
The usual definition of labelled graphs involves sets of nodes, edges, labels
and functions associating edges with nodes, nodes with labels, and edges with
labels. The nature of graph partitioning, which requires “splitting” edges to
form partitions, makes it more convenient to use so-called dangling graphs.
The essential idea is to form the graph from nodes and half-edges, or edges
associated with just a single node:
Definition 5 A dangling graph, D is an 8-tuple (V, E, ν, φ, ψ, ΣV , ΣE , C),
where:
V is a set of vertices (or nodes),
E is a set of 21 -edges,
ν : E → V is an injective function returning the vertex associated with a
given 21 -edge.
ΣV is a finite set of node labels,
ΣE is a finite set of 21 -edge labels,
φ : V → ΣV is a node labelling function,
ψ : E → ΣE is a 12 -edge labelling function, with the property that no two
1
-edges connected to the same vertex have the same label:
2
∀ e, e′ ∈ E, ν(e) = ν(e′ ) ⇒ ψ(e) 6= ψ(e′ )
C ⊆ E × E is a connection relation between 21 -edges, such that:
∀ (e, e′ ) ∈ C, ¬∃ (e, e′′ ) ∈ C f or e′′ 6= e′ , and (e′ , e) ∈ C
In other words, C describes the connected pairs of 12 -edges, and is symmetric.
5

Remarks: Like most definitions of graph, a dangling graph is based on nodes,
and connections between them. In the above definition, the connections are
managed by a connection relation; each connection between two nodes is
formed from two “ 12 -edges,” where each such 12 -edge is individually associated with a node through the ν function. The connection is then actually
established by pairing 21 -edges in the connection relation C. Any 21 -edge not
involved in a connection relation is considered a dangling edge (hence the
moniker). More formally, the set of dangling edges of a dangling graph D
(described as above) is given by a function Ξ, where:
Ξ(D) = {e ∈ E | ¬∃ e′ ∈ E, (e, e′ ) ∈ C}
We are concerned with node and 21 -edge-labelled dangling graphs. Thus, there
is an alphabet for both (ΣV and ΣE ), and functions to map each node or 12 edge to a node or half-edge label, φ and ψ respectively. Note that each 21 -edge
has a label, including dangling ones, and thus each connection between nodes
will have two labels, one for each 12 -edge forming the connection.
The degree of a vertex n in a dangling graph D is defined in the same way as
for regular graphs; Degree(n) = |{e| ν(e) = n}|. If there exists a natural
number k such that
∀ n ∈ V, degree(n) ≤ k
then D is called a k-bounded dangling graph. It should be noted that since the
set of 21 -edge labels, ΣE is finite, and no two 21 -edges attached to the same
vertex have the same label, all dangling graphs as described above are already
|ΣE |-bounded.
Bounded-degree dangling graphs are meant to model doubly-connected data
structures, as they might be found in a procedural language like C. Each
vertex corresponds to a data structure with a bounded number of pointers,
and is attached to other vertices by a two-way connection, corresponding to
two data records/nodes having individually-named pointers directed at each
other. Dangling edges, 12 -edges not involved in a connection relation, can then
be viewed as nil-pointers. To convert a dangling graph to a “regular” graph
we merely dispose of the dangling edges, a process known as trimming.
Definition 6 A trimmed dangling graph is a dangling graph with the dangling
edges removed: if D is a dangling graph then the trimmed version is given by
the function ξ, where ξ(D) = D[ED − Ξ(D)/ED ].
A graph grammar that operates on the domain of node and edge-labelled
dangling graphs is termed a dangling graph grammar . Such grammars form
the basis of our method of generating partitionable graphs.
6

3.2 Productions

Productions are rules which define a mapping between two dangling graphs,
and thereby define possible ways of modifying any other graph. By locating
an image of the first graph within a given graph, and replacing that image
with a copy of the second graph the given graph can be changed. This can be
formalized.
Definition 7 A production is a pair of dangling graphs, a (connected) source
and a target, along with a partial mapping between dangling edges. If S and
T are dangling graphs, then (S, T, δ) is a production if both δ : Ξ(S) → Ξ(T )
and δ −1 : Ξ(T ) → Ξ(S) are partial functions.
Intuitively, a production is pattern-matched with the graph according to its
source. When a matching subgraph is found, that subgraph is excised from
the graph and the target is inserted in its stead. How the target is connected
to the graph is specified by the embedding relation, a partial mapping δ. This
sequence of steps can be described formally using the following definitions:
Definition 8 A dangling graph S is a subgraph of another dangling graph D
if:
VS ⊆ VD

ES ⊆ ED |VS

νS = νD |ES

ΣS,V ⊆ ΣD,V

ΣS,E ⊆ ΣD,E

φS = φD |VS

ψS = ψD |ES

CS ⊆ CD | E S

Remarks: The subgraph relation is as one might expect; one defines a subset of the nodes, 21 -edges and connection relations, and restricts the various
functions to these subsets. A more constrained form of subgraph is one where
one must include all 12 -edges of each node included in the subgraph:
Definition 9 An induced subgraph of a dangling graph D is a subgraph D of
D ′ , such that:
∀v ∈ V ′ , ∃e ∈ E, ν(e) = v ⇒ e ∈ E ′
An induced subgraph D ′ is an induced strict subgraph if D ′ 6= D. In symbols,
D ′ ⊆i D and D ′ ⊂i D ′ respectively.
Any subgraph or induced subgraph is a partition of the containing graph, and
the number of connections from the subgraph to the rest of the graph is the
7

cost associated with that partition.
Definition 10 Let G1 and G2 be disjoint subgraphs of some dangling graph
G. Then the connectivity of G1 and G2 is the number of connection relations
linking vertices in G1 with vertices in G2 . If:
CSet(V1 , V2 ) =
{(e, e′ ) ∈ C| (ν(e) ∈ V1 ∧ ν(e′ ) ∈ V2 ) ∨ (ν(e) ∈ V2 ∧ ν(e′ ) ∈ V1 )}
then the connectivity of G1 and G2 is given by: Con(V1 , V2 ) = |CSet(V1 , V2 )|/2.
We will sometimes express this as CSet(G1 , G2 ), or Con(G1 , G2 ) respectively.
There is a natural order on dangling graphs, similar to the usual (subgraph)
ordering on regular graphs:
Definition 11 If D1 , D2 are two dangling graphs, then D1 ⊑ D2 iff there exist
two label-preserving injections, α : V1 −→ V2 and β : E1 −→ E2 , such that:
∀e ∈ E1 , ν1 (e) = v ⇒ ν2 (β(e)) = α(v)
(e, e′ ) ∈ C1 ⇒ (β(e), β(e′)) ∈ C2
And if D1 ⊑ D2 and D2 ⊑ D1 , then D1 ≡ D2 . In this latter situation, α and
β would be bijections.
This ordering on graphs and the induced subgraph relation can be combined
to formalize what it means for a given graph D ′ to be “in” another graph D,
even if D ′ is not actually a subgraph of D:
Definition 12 A dangling graph D ′ occurs in another dangling graph D if
there exists D ′′ ⊆i D, such that D ′′ ≡ D ′ . The graph D ′′ is then the occurrence of
D ′ in D. The set of all such occurrences is given by the function Occurs(D ′, D).
Finally, we can now define how productions are used to rewrite the given
graph:
Definition 13 The application of a production ρ = (S, T, δ) to a dangling
graph G involves locating an occurrence, S ′ of S within G, and replacing S ′
with (a copy 1 of ) T . The function δ describes how to modify the connection relation so T is embedded in G − S ′ , utilizing only the connections in
CSet(S ′ , G − S ′ ). A production ρ then derives a dangling graph H from a dangling graph G if ρ can be applied to G, and H is the result once dangling edges
are suitably replaced.
1

In order to simplify concepts and notation, where safe we ignore the distinction
between the “template” T and the copy of T actually embedded into G.
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Assuming a production ρ = (S, T, δ), a dangling graph G to which ρ applies,
an image, S ′ of S in G, and that the 21 -edges and vertices of T are disjoint
from G, the derived graph H can be defined as follows:
VH = (VG − VS ′ ) ∪ VT

EH = (EG − ES ′ ) ∪ ET

νH = νG |EG −ES ′ ∪ νT

ΣH,V = (ΣG,V ∪ ΣT,V )

ΣH,E = (ΣG,E ∪ ΣT,E )

φH = φG − φS ′ ∪ φT

ψH = ψG − ψS ′ ∪ ψT
The connection relation is somewhat more complicated; if
R = {(e, e′ )| ∃e′′ . (e, e′′ ) ∈ CSet(VS ′ , VG − VS ′ ) ∧ δ(e′′ ) = e′ }
b is the symmetric closure of R, then
and R
b
CH = CG − CS ′ − CSet(VS ′ , VG − VS ′ ) ∪ CT ∪ R

Generally, the derivation of H from G will be designated by a single arrow
subscripted by the production used: G →ρ H, and an n-step derivation using a
n
∗
set of productions Υ by G →Υ H. The transitive closure is of course G →Υ H.
Remarks: An application involves locating an occurrence matching the source
of the production, removing the occurrence, and attaching a distinct copy of
the target by reassigning connection relations involving dangling edges of the
occurrence to dangling edges of the (copy of the) target. There are restrictions
on the occurrence—the pattern matching of the source graph must result in
a label and structure-preserving bijection h between the nodes and 21 -edges in
the source graph and the nodes and 12 -edges in its occurrence in the graph. As
well, if a node in the graph is included in the occurrence, then there must be
corresponding matches in the source for every 21 -edge attached to that node.
An example of a production being applied is shown in Figure 2; the input
graph (axiom) is on the top left, the output is on the top right, and the
production is shown on the bottom. Dotted arrows indicate the δ mapping
for the production, and the the region enclosed on the input graph is the
occurrence being rewritten. Node labels are illustrated by colour (shade), but
1
-edge labels are not shown. Note that the other two white nodes (marked
2
with x’s) cannot be rewritten by this production; even if all labels matched,
they do not form an exact image of the source graph (both x-marked nodes
have degree 4, whereas the source requires one node with degree 4 and one
with degree 3).
9
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Fig. 2. A production (bottom) is applied to a graph.

Once the occurrence is located, the nodes and 12 -edges of the occurrence are
removed and a distinct copy of the target graph is inserted. If within the
graph a dangling edge e of the occurrence is paired with some other dangling
edge e′ to form a connection c = e × e′ , then the 12 -edge designated by δ of
the corresponding 12 -edge of the source graph, δ(h(e)), is substituted into c in
place of e. If δ(h(e)) is undefined for e, the connection relation c is discarded.
In the example in Figure 2, three connection relations are transferred from the
source to the target graph (indicated by dotted arrows), and any connections
involving the other three 12 -edges are deleted by the rewrite.
Within a single derivation, because of the restrictions on how the target is
embedded, the number of connection relations linking the embedded target to
the rest of the graph can be no more than the number of connection relations
linking the occurrence to the rest of the graph. This property will prove critical
to partitionability:
Proposition 14 Given a production ρ = (S, T, δ) and a graph G to which
ρ applies, G →ρ H, with S ′ the image (occurrence) of S in G as above, the
number of connection relations linking the embedded target to the rest of H is
no more than the number of connection relations linking S ′ to G.
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3.3 Grammars

A collection of productions acting on a given dangling graph constitutes a
dangling graph grammar. Such a system consists of a pair of objects: a collection of productions, Υ, and an initial graph, the axiom. All the graphs that
can be derived from this axiom using only the given productions collectively
form the language generated by the grammar:
Definition 15 The language generated by a graph grammar G = (A, Υ) is
the set of all dangling graphs which can be derived from A using productions
in Υ:
∗

L(G) = {B| A →Υ B}
3.4 Grammar Properties

Our ability to partition the graphs generated by our grammars will depend
on the grammars having a property based on a concept of overlap between
dangling graphs. This same concept, applied in a different manner, is often
used to ensure concurrent rule applications can be done independently, and
without conflict. While both overlap properties are restrictions on grammars,
the combination has the benefit of being sufficient to sensibly extend our
grammars to parallel grammars—ones wherein more than one production can
be applied concurrently.
Definition 16 Two dangling graphs D and S overlap if there exist induced
subgraphs of each, D ′ and S ′ respectively, a non-empty dangling graph W such
that W ≡ D ′ and W ≡ S ′ , and such that every dangling edge of W is mapped
by the ≡ relation to either a dangling edge of D or a dangling edge of S (or
both). The set of all such maximal (in number of nodes and connections) W
form the actual overlap of S and S ′ .
In a parallel model of application, we may have more than one production
applying at once. If two productions are applied at the same time, however,
and their occurrences are not completely disjoint, the two form a critical pair—
conflicting behaviour might be specified for nodes in the intersection of the
two occurrences.
Fortunately, it easy to restrict a class of grammars to ones admitting concurrent application while still being deterministic. If all occurrences must be
disjoint, then the rewrite of each node and 21 -edge is determined by only one
production, and there can be no conflict in specification. This is precisely the
11

no overlap property between all production source graphs:
Definition 17 If G = (A, Υ) is a dangling graph grammar, and for all ρ1 , ρ2 ∈
Υ, ρ1 = (S1 , T1 , δ1 ) and ρ2 = (S2 , T2 , δ2 ) it is the case that Overlap(S1 , S2 ) = ∅
or ρ1 = ρ2 and Overlap(S1 , S2 ) is just the trivial overlap, then G is SSoverlap free.
Proposition 18 If (A, Υ) is SS-overlap free, then the grammar is deterministic even if some productions are applied simultaneously.

PROOF. Let G = (A, Υ) be a non-deterministic grammar. Then for some
dangling graph D there must exist some node n included in each of the simultaneous occurrences O and O ′ of two productions ρ and ρ′ . Let s and s′
be the images of n in S and S ′ (the source graphs of ρ and ρ′ ) respectively;
it must be that the complete subgraph consisting just of n and its 21 -edges
is isomorphic to s and to s′ . Let W be the largest complete subgraph of D
including n which has an isomorphic image in S and S ′ .
Let e be a dangling edge of W , and suppose e is not mapped by the isomorphism to any dangling edge of S or S ′ . Let d and d′ be the 21 -edges in S and
S ′ to which e is mapped, and let r and r ′ be the nodes attached to the other
1
-edges involved in the connection relation with d and d′ . Both r and r ′ must
2
be included in their occurrences, but the connection to them is not included
in W ; either W is not maximal, or the occurrence of one of S or S ′ does not
include a match for r or r ′ (and so one of S or S ′ does not in fact occur),
either of which is a contradiction.
If there is no such e then W ≡ S1 ≡ S2 , and either there is certainly overlap, or ρ = ρ′ and W is the trivial overlap, in which case there is no nondeterminism. ✷

Lack of overlap between source graphs is useful for parallelism, but it does
not ensure partitionability. To guarantee that the tree-based method we will
develop below applies, it is necessary that the overlap between source and
target graphs (rather than between source and source) be restricted.
Definition 19 Let G = (A, Υ) be a dangling graph grammar, and let T =
{T | (S, T, δ) ∈ Υ}. G is ST-overlap free if for all (S, T, δ) ∈ Υ, we have:
∀τ ∈ T , ∀O ∈ Overlap(S, τ ), (O ≡ ∅ ∨ O ≡ S)
Remarks: The ST-overlap free property specifies that given any combination
of production source S and target τ , either S actually occurs in τ , or S and τ
12

do not overlap. This simple property will prove critical when we describe the
partitioning method. Note that this definition implies that if every production
in a graph grammar has a source consisting of just one node, then the grammar
is trivially ST-overlap free (the overlap of a single-node graph and any other
can only be an identical single-node graph, or empty).

3.5 Contexts
The development of many dynamic data structures depends on the nature of
the graph locally surrounding the update site. The process of changing the
data structure requires rewriting only a small area, but the decision to do
so may depend on the surrounding neighbourhood; a binary tree in which
right-child leaves are to be expanded into subtrees only after left-child leaves
have already been rewritten into subtrees, for example, requires this sort of
local information. This can be modelled with our grammars, but it would
require rewriting the entire context for the rewrite—the update site, and its
neighbourhood. Doing so, however, often introduces undesired overlap between
productions that depend on the same sort of neighbourhood.
This problem can be alleviated by including contexts along with the source of
each production. A context is just a dangling graph which includes the source
within it; the entire context must occur in order for the production to be
applied, but only the source is actually rewritten. In this way the application
of a production can be restricted to a given graph configuration. We therefore
define grammars with contexts as one of the possible variations we will be
considering with respect to partitionability.
Definition 20 A production with context is one ρ = (S, T, δ) with a context
I as defined above, with the property that each occurrence of S must be included
in an occurrence of I. If a grammar G includes a production with context then
the grammar is with context.

4

Partitioning Trees

Our method for generating partitionable structures relies on being able to
efficiently partition trees. Here we prove that weighted trees, trees with a nonnegative weight wi assigned to each node, with a total weight of W and a
bound b on the fanout of each node are O(log(W ))-partitionable.
Lemma 21 Given a natural number n, and a set N of any other m natural
numbers which sum to n, it must be that if ni is the ith largest number in N
13

then ni ≤ n/i.
PROOF. By contradiction; assume ni is strictly larger than n/i for some n,
N and i. Since ni is the ith largest, there are i − 1 ≥ 0 other numbers in N,
each of which is at least as large as ni . These i numbers then necessarily sum
to a value strictly greater than n. ✷
We will use Lemma 21 to prove a cost bound on a certain kind of partitioning
of trees. First, we define some essential terminology.
Definition 22 Let T = (N, E) be a tree with nodes N and edges E ⊂ N × N.
Then Subtree(n) for n ∈ N is the set of all nodes in N which are in the subtree
rooted at n, including n itself, and Fanout(n) is the number of children of a
given node n.
Definition 23 A postorder tree traversal is a total ordering of the vertices
of a tree such that if vi represents the ith vertex in the ordering, then vj is a
vertex in the subtree rooted at vi only if j < i.
A postorder search of a tree is most often discussed in the context of recursion,
where it corresponds to a recursive search of a tree, examining each child node
before examining the parent node. In such a non-backtracking procedure, each
stage of the enumeration implies a separation of the vertices of the tree into
two groups: those which have been enumerated, and those which have not,
with movement always from the latter group to the former. If this grouping
serves as a basis for partitioning, the communication cost can be bounded
for bounded-degree trees. Let ∼
=s represent the equivalence class based on the
enumerated/not-enumerated division, when s vertices have been enumerated.
Lemma 24 Let T be a tree of n nodes with maximum fanout b, with a positive
P
integer weight wi assigned to each node vi , such that i wi = W ≥ 1. Let Wi
be the total weight of all nodes in the subtree rooted at vi ; we also require that
Wi is at least 1 for all subtrees. If a postorder search is performed where the
child nodes are examining in decreasing order of total subtree weight, ordering
the vertices as v1 , . . . , vn , then for any partition of T into two parts, ∼
=i =
{{v1 , . . . , vi }, {vi+1 , . . . , vn }}, it must be that Cost(∼
)
≤
(b
−
1)
log
(W
)
+ b.
=i
2

PROOF. By induction on n, the number of nodes in the tree. The base case,
with just a single node is trivially true. Since there are no edges, cost is 0.
Assume true for all n′ < n, and let T be an n-node tree, each node having
maximum fanout b, and with t1 , . . . , tb′ as the b′ ≤ b child trees, ordered by
decreasing total subtree weight.
14

If the root of T is enumerated in a postorder search, then the entire tree T
has been enumerated, and partition cost is 0. Assume, then, that the root of
T has not been enumerated.
The cost of the partitioning ∼
=i will be at most one for each of the children
that have been fully enumerated (to account for the edge connecting the child
to the root), plus the cost of the partial enumeration of any single child. When
no children are partially enumerated, total cost cannot be more than b′ ≤ b.
So, assume at least one child tree is only partially visited, and that it is the
j th largest in terms of total weight. Let wr be the weight of the root node.
If j = 1, then no other subtrees have been enumerated, and so the total cost is
just the cost of the partial enumeration of t1 , which is by inductive assumption
bounded by (b − 1) log2 (W − wr ) + b.
Assume, then, that j > 1. By definition of the search strategy, the j − 1 > 0
subtrees with larger weights have already been enumerated, and so the cost
must include the j − 1 links to the parent. By Lemma 21, the j th subtree can
have weight no more than (W − wr )/j. Hence, using the inductive hypothesis,
partially enumerating tj can cost no more than (b − 1) log2 ((W − wr )/j) + b,
or equivalently (b − 1) log2 (W − wr ) − (b − 1) log2 (j) + b.
Adding in the cost of severing the j − 1 links to the parent for the fullyenumerated subtrees, the entire cost can be no more than (b − 1) log2 (W −
wr )−(b−1) log2 (j)+j −1+b. By assumption 1 < j ≤ b, and hence log2 (j) ≥ 1
and j − 1 ≤ b − 1. Thus, the term j − 1 − (b − 1) log2 (j) ≤ 0. Since wr is
non-negative, the total cost is then upper bounded by (b − 1) log2 (W ) + b. ✷
This lemma establishes an upper bound on the cost of partitioning. However,
bounds on load-balancing do not directly follow; for load-balancing we need
to assume bounds on the sizes of the weights associated with each tree node.
Corollary 25 If T is a tree with total weight W as described in Lemma 24
with the extra condition that for all weights wi , wi ≤ m for some m > 0, then
for any 0 ≤ ω ≤ W , there exist two partitionings, ∼
=s and ∼
=′s , of T into two
parts T1 , T2 and T1′ , T2′ respectively such that T1 has total weight ω − m′ for
some 0 ≤ m′ ≤ m, T1′ has total weight ω + m′′ for some 0 ≤ m′′ ≤ m, and and
the total cost of either partitioning is no more than (b − 1) log2 (W ) + b.
PROOF. Let v1 , . . . , vn be the n vertices of T ordered as per a post-order
search examining child trees in order of decreasing total weight. Since no vertex
has weight larger than m, there must exist some i such that w1 + · · · + wi =
ω − m′ for some 0 ≤ m′ ≤ m. Similarly, there must exist some j such that
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w1 +· · ·+wj = ω+m′′ for some 0 ≤ m′′ ≤ m. By Lemma 24, both partitionings
have cost no more than (b − 1) log2 (W ) + b. ✷
Lemma 24 and Corollary 25 establish an upper bound on the cost of a partitioning and the maximum difference between partition sizes, respectively.
Partitioning, however, is into p pieces where p can be anywhere between 1 and
W , the total weight of the tree. We would like, then, bounds on the cost and
size of partitions when dividing the tree into p pieces for any 1 ≤ p ≤ W . Given
a tree T as in Lemma 24, and a post-order search of its weighted vertices, we
can consider the problem of producing such a weight-balanced p-partitioning
T to be equivalent to the problem of p-partitioning an ordered sequence of
non-negative integers summing to W , each of which is no more than m.
Lemma 26 Given an ordered list of n integers, N = w1 , . . . , wn such that
P
0 ≤ wi ≤ m and W = wi , N can be partitioned into 1 ≤ p ≤ W disjoint,
contiguous and covering sets, such that each partition has sum W/p ± m.
PROOF. The total weight, W , can be rewritten as W x/p ± m, for x = p.
Under this syntax, N should be partitioned into contiguous and covering pieces
totalling W/p ± m.
We perform an induction on x. Assume N is contiguous and has sum W ′ =
W x/p ± m, for some positive p and positive x ≤ p, and that we wish to split
N into x pieces, each of sum W/p ± m.
The base case, x = 1, is trivially true; the lone partition is all of N, and has
by assumption a total of W/p ± m.
Assume true then for x − 1, and let x > 1. Let the actual weight of N be
W ′ = W x/p + m′ , for some 0 ≤ m′ ≤ m (the other case, W ′ = W x/p − m′ , is
symmetric). By Corollary 25, N can be split either at ω + m1 or ω − m2 , for
any given 0 ≤ ω ≤ W ′ and some 0 ≤ m1 , m2 , ≤ m, so remove from the front
a contiguous partition N1 of size W/p + m1 . The remaining partition, N2 is
also contiguous and has weight W ′ − W/p − m1 = W (x − 1)/p ± m, so by
inductive hypothesis N2 can be partitioned into x − 1 pieces, each with weight
W/p ± m.
Since no partitions overlap, and the base case consumes the entire remaining
list, the partitions must be covering. Each partition is also a contiguous portion
of a contiguous list, and so the partitioning satisfies the given criteria. ✷
Remarks: Although the above lemma proves that N can be partitioned into
p pieces for any 1 ≤ p ≤ W , if p ≥ W/m then some partitions may exist which
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contain no vertices at all. Still, these partitions fall within the ±m bounds on
partition size.
Corollary 27 If T is a b-ary tree, as per Lemma 24 with an upper bound
m on the weight associated with each vertex, then T can be partitioned into
1 ≤ p ≤ W pieces, each of which has total weight W/p ± m, and total cost no
more than 2(b − 1) log2 (W ) + 2b.
PROOF. By Lemma 26, T can be partitioned into p pieces such that each
partition has weight W/p ± m. Each such partition is completely separated
from the rest of the tree by no more than two cuts, each of which can be seen
as a split of T into two pieces. Hence, by Corollary 25, each partition can have
cost no more than twice (b − 1) log2 (W ) + b. ✷
Thus, it is possible to partition b-ary weighted trees with an O(log(W )) bound
on partition cost, and the load-balance of the partitions will be a function of
the bound on the weight assigned to each tree node.

5

Graph Partitioning

The ST-overlap property is sufficient to give the history of production applications a general “tree-like” shape, which can be exploited for partitioning the
graphs generated. The nature of the graph embedding, combined with these
properties, ensures that this tree-like aspect remains tree-like throughout the
derivation of each graph in the grammar language. Since contexts merely restrict the application of a rule, this property remains true even if we include
contexts, and if we also include SS-overlap, then we find we can partition the
graphs even if rule application proceeds in parallel.

5.1 Tree Partition Schemes
The partition strategy we will evince for graphs will be based on a method for
partitioning trees, and a mapping from the nodes of the graph to the nodes
of the tree and from the connection relations of the graph to the edges of the
tree. For any tree let the relation a ≤ b applied to nodes a and b indicate that
a is contained in the subtree rooted at b. Then,
Definition 28 A tree partition scheme for a dangling graph D with nodes
V , 12 -edges E and connection relations C ⊂ E × E is a tree T with nodes N
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Fig. 3. A graph embedded into a tree partition scheme.

and directed links L, together with a function ν : V → N and a relation 2
τ ⊆ C × L such that:
(1) ∀v ∈ V , if ν(v) = n and ℓ : n′ → n and v ′ ∈ V \

[

ν −1 (n) and e = (v, v ′ )

n≤n

then eτ ℓ. [
(2) ∀n ∈ N, | ν −1 (n)| > 0.
n≤n

(3) ∀v, v ′ ∈ V , if ν(v) = ν(v ′ ) and e = (v, v ′) then τ (e) = ∅.
Remarks: Several connection relations may be associated with a given link.
If all these connection relations are cut, then the set of graph vertices corresponding to the nodes of the detached subtree become disconnected from the
rest of the graph. Note that the relationships between tree links and graph
connection relations do not reflect connectivity in any simple way; i.e., one
does not in general have a homomorphism.
An example of a graph embedded in a tree partition scheme is shown in
Figure 3. Dashed ovals indicate the graph nodes mapped to each tree node,
and all the edges between two ovals are mapped to the corresponding tree
link. Cutting all the edges mapped to a given link is guaranteed to disconnect
all graph nodes mapped into the subtree from the rest of the graph.
The nature of the mapping and the tree will of course be critical to the success
of the method. A tree consisting of just one node to which every graph node
is mapped satisfies the above requirements, but clearly does not further the
2

We will often use the functional notation, i.e.,τ (e) = {ℓ ∈ L| eτ ℓ}, with the
converse τ c (ℓ) = {e ∈ C| eτ ℓ}.
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task of partitioning.
Definition 29 A tree partitioning scheme (T, ν, τ ) of a dangling graph D is
said to be bounded if there exist three positive integers, β, µ, λ, where:
(1) β is a bound on the branching factor of T .
(2) µ is a bound on the size of ν −1 (n), ∀n ∈ N.
(3) λ is a bound on the size of τ c (ℓ), ∀ℓ ∈ L.
Bounded tree partitioning schemes permit the graph to be partitioned with
cost and size bounds determined by the three numbers β, µ, and λ.
Lemma 30 Let T (ν, τ, β, µ, λ) be a bounded tree partitioning scheme of n
nodes for some dangling graph D of |V | nodes, as detailed above. Then D
can be partitioned into p pieces each of size |V |/p ± µ with maximum cost
2λ(β − 1) log2 (|V |) + 2λβ.
PROOF. This follows directly from Corollary 27. ✷

In order to describe how these tree partitioning methods and structures apply to dangling graph grammars, it is first necessary to define bounds which
depend on the grammar specification itself.
Definition 31 The bounds of a dangling graph grammar G = (A, Υ) are
three positive integers, m, g, and k such that |A| ≤ m, ∀n ∈ VA , Degree(n) ≤ k,
and ∀ (S, T, δ) ∈ Υ we have |T | ≤ m, |S| ≤ g, and Degree(v) ≤ k for all
vertices v in T .
We can associate a bounded tree partition scheme with each graph generated
by the grammar. Inductively, each time the grammar is iterated generating a
new graph from an old, a new bounded tree partition scheme is also created
from the old scheme. The ST-overlap properties ensure that the tree partition
scheme remains a tree after every set of concurrent rewrites.
Lemma 32 Let G = (A, Υ) be an ST-overlap free dangling graph grammar,
with no node rewritten by more than one production at once, and with bounds
s
(m, g, k). Then for any non-empty dangling graph D where A −→Υ D for some
s, there exists a bounded tree partition scheme T (ν, τ, β = m, µ = m, λ = gk)
such that ∀n ∈ N, Fanout(n) + wn ≤ m, where wn is the weight of node n.
Moreover, let O be an occurrence of a production in Υ in D; then if v, v ′ are
graph vertices in O, ν(v) = ν(v ′ ).

PROOF. By induction on the size of s. Let T = (N, L), where N is the set
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of tree nodes and L is the set of tree edges (or links). In all cases we will let
wn = |ν −1 (n)|, and total weight W will be the number of graph vertices.
The base case is trivial; when s = 0, D = A, and T can be a single node tree,
T = ({n1 }, {}), with ν defined as the constant function with ∀v ∈ VG , ν(v) =
n1 and τ undefined everywhere. Two of the three required integers are trivial,
β and λ certainly exist at the indicated levels, since there are no tree edges,
and since |A| ≤ m, |ν −1 (n1 )| ≤ m, giving the third required bound. Since
there is only one node in T and it corresponds to the axiom, necessarily each
graph vertex is mapped to n1 , and so the vertices v, and v ′ of any occurrence
must be both mapped to n1 .
s−1

s−1

Assume true for any D ′ such that A −→Υ D ′ , and let D be such that A −→Υ
1
D ′ −→Υ D. By inductive hypothesis, there exists a bounded tree partition
scheme T ′ (ν ′ , τ ′ , β ′, µ′ , λ′ ) for D ′ with the above properties; we will show how
to extend T ′ to a bounded tree partition scheme T for D.
The graph D is the rewrite of D ′ by the productions in Υ. Hence, there is a set
O of all occurrences that transformed D ′ to D. As well, and because no node is
rewritten by more than one production, a function exists κ : O → {Z|Z⊆i D},
which returns the embedded target of a given occurrence.
By inductive assumption, each occurrence O ∈ O in D ′ must rewrite only
vertices mapped to the same tree node, and so a function σ : O → N ′ exists
associating occurrences with the tree node containing the vertices forming the
occurrence.
We define ν and τ to be the same as ν ′ and τ ′ for all nodes and connections
not changed by the rewrite. We now construct T from T ′ with the following
changes:
Add new nodes For each O ∈ O create a new node nO in T , and for each
such O extend ν to map the image of every graph vertex v in κ(O) to nO .
Note that each κ(O) thereby has a corresponding target node, nO in T , and
so a function exists ζ : O → N. By assumption, |κ(O)| ≤ m, and since each
nO has fanout 0, it is still true that Fanout(n) + wn ≤ m.
Connect new nodes For each ζ(O) created in the above step which is not
already connected to the rest of T , add an edge in T from σ(O) to ζ(O),
and delete all nodes in O from the function ν. Since each production must
rewrite at least one graph node, and the same graph node can never be
rewritten by more than one production, if T ′ had the property that each
tree node n is such that Fanout(n) + wn ≤ m, then this will surely be
the case in T ′ after adding these edges and deleting these nodes from the
node-mapping function.
Include new edges in τ Let CO = {(e, e′ ) ∈ CD | (e, e′ ) ∈ CSet(κ(O), D −
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κ(O))}. Increase the relation τ to map each connection in CO to the tree
edge (σ(O), ζ(O)).
Each κ(O) is linked to the rest of D only by modifications to the original
connection set between O and D ′ (see Proposition 14). Since each occurrence
consists of at most g graph nodes, of degree at most k (by assumption),
there can be at most gk distinct 3 connection relations between κ(O) and
D − κ(O). Hence, τ maps no more than gk graph edges to the tree edge
(σ(O), ζ(O)). Note that all other differences between τ ′ and τ result from the
deletion of connections (due to rewrites), and so the number of connections
mapped to an existing edge in the tree can only decrease.
Fix-up τ for existing edges Consider the set of all connection relations
(e, e′ ) in C such that there exists (f, f ′ ) in C ′ with either (e = f, e′ = δ2 (f ′ )),
(e = δ1 (f ), e′ = f ′ ), or (e = δ1 (f ), e′ = δ2 (f ′ )), for some δ1 and/or δ2 (of
two productions ρ1 and ρ2 ). These are all the connection relations which are
have been altered by a substitution using some δ operator(s). Increase τ to
map (e, e′ ) onto τ ′ (f, f ′ ). This process does not alter the mappings of any
newly created tree edge, and only replaces a former mapping ((f, f ′ ) will
not exist in D) with a corresponding new one, so any bounds on the size or
claims about connectivity for T ′ will continue to hold in T .
It remains to verify that the generated tree T is indeed a bounded tree partition
scheme with the desired integers and properties as described in the statement
of the lemma.
As detailed in the above steps, the constructions of ν from ν ′ and τ from τ ′ are
such that |ν −1 (v)| ≤ m, and |τ c (ℓ)| ≤ gk. Also by construction, severing the
edges mapped to any (σ(O), ζ(0)) disconnects κ(0) from the rest of the graph,
so τ certainly possesses the desired disconnection property for all κ(0). To see
that τ retains this property for the rest of the tree, we can simply note that
in the last step if (e, e′ ) is a connection relation in D ′ which is altered by the
rewrite, then the rewritten connection will replace the previous connection,
and all connections untouched by the rewrite are retained.
Let e = (v, v ′ ) be a connection relation in D. If both v and v ′ existed in D ′ ,
then if ν(v) = ν(v ′ ) by inductive assumption τ (e) = ∅. If v existed in D ′ and
v ′ did not, then by construction it cannot be that ν(v) = ν(v ′ ), and if neither
v nor v ′ existed in D then also by construction if ν(v) = ν(v ′ ) then both v
and v ′ are mapped by ν to the same newly-introduced node, and so τ (e) will
not be defined on e.
The third integer bound for a bounded tree partition scheme is trivial to verify.
Because of the invariant Fanout(n) + wn ≤ m, for all tree nodes n, a bound
m exists on the branching factor of T .
3

In fact, there are at most 2gk such connection relations, but since connection
relations are symmetric we need only be concerned with distinct pairs.
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It is necessary to ensure that any future occurrences of these productions will
have all their graph vertices mapped by ν to the same tree node. Consider
an occurrence O of some production ρ = (Sρ , Tρ , δρ ) ∈ Υ in D. Trivially, if
all vertices in O are mapped by ν to the same tree node n ∈ N, then the
property is satisfied. If O includes vertices only mapped by ν to tree nodes in
N ′ , then the inductive hypothesis ensures the desired property—vertices are
never added to existing tree nodes, so if an image of Sρ exists in D using just
vertices from D ′ , then Sρ also occurred in D ′ .
Assume, then, that O includes some vertices mapped to a node in N which is
not in N ′ ; let v be such a vertex, ν(v) = n 6∈ N ′ , and let v ′ be another vertex
in O such that ν(v ′ ) 6= ν(v). Because n is a tree node we just inserted, the
vertices in ν −1 (n) are the embedded copies of some production target graph
τ . Let Ov be a maximal (strictly) induced subgraph of O including v with
every vertex in Ov mapped by ν to ν(v). It must be that Ov ∈ Overlap(Sρ , τ );
every 21 -edge of Ov is either a 12 -edge of O ≡ Sρ , or it matches a 21 -edge of τ —a
1
-edge e of Ov which is not in Ξ(O) and is connected to some other 21 -edge e′
2
and vertex v ′ in O. If there is a corresponding match for e′ and v ′ in τ , then Ov
is not maximal; if there is not and the image of e is not dangling in τ , then it
cannot be that O is an occurrence. Thus, there is a member of Overlap(Sρ , τ )
which is neither ∅, nor the same as Sρ (Ov includes v but not v ′ ), and the
grammar cannot be ST-overlap free.
The only remaining property to check is the assertion that no subtree of T
exists with total weight 0. The above construction generates tree nodes for
each embedded target, even if the target is the empty graph, and so after the
indicated steps some branches of T might exist which have 0 weight. However,
such “dead branches” can be removed without altering any of the desired
properties. Numerical bounds on tree branching, the maximum number of
connection relations mapped to tree edge, or the maximum number of vertices
mapped to nodes are trivially preserved. Since there are no vertices mapped to
any node in such a dead branch, all conditions specified for tree partitioning
schemes, and the extra conditions in the lemma statement too, continue to
apply after removing all dead branches. ✷

This lemma leads directly to our main result:
Theorem 33 Let G = (A, Υ) be an ST-overlap free dangling graph grammar
∗
with constant bounds (m, g, k). For any dangling graph D such that A →Υ D,
it must that D is (2gk(m − 1) log2 (|V |) + 2gkm)-partitionable.
PROOF. This follows trivially from Lemma 32 and Lemma 30. By the former, for each dangling graph generated by G there is a corresponding bounded
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tree partition scheme T (ν, τ, m, m, gk), and by the latter such a tree can
be partitioned into pieces of size |V |/p ± m with maximum cost 2gk(m −
1) log2 (|V |) + 2gkm, for any 1 ≤ p ≤ |V |. ✷
6

Denser Graphs

There are often situations where one wants a schematic rewrite rule; that is
to say, an infinite family of rewrite rules which exhibit a regular or repetitive
pattern. For instance, we may wish to generate the family of rectangular grids
(see Figure 4).
c− −a− −a− . . . −a− −a− −c
|

|

|

|

...

|

|

c− −a− −a− . . . −a− −a− −c
|

|

|

|

...

|

|

c− −a− −a− . . . −a− −a− −c
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Fig. 4. A schematic rectangular grid.

If we build it row-by-row, then in order to ensure all the connections in the
next row can be made (without overlapping rules) we would need an infinite
family of rules, one for each of the possible number of a’s. We would need one
rule as in Figure 5, one as in Figure 6, and so on. It would certainly be easier
to write one rule just indicating the pattern, as in Figure 7.
|

|

|

|

|

|

c− −a− −c ⇒ c− −a− −c
|

|

|

c− −a− −c
Fig. 5. One of an infinite family of rules.

Thus, instead of specifying source and target graphs precisely, we would like
to specify source and target patterns. Patterns allow the generation of a larger
class of graphs; including, for example, the class of rectangular grids shown in
Figure 4. This class of graphs cannot be expressed using any bounded number
of rules all of which have fully-specified source and target graphs without
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|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

c− −a− −a− −c ⇒ c− −a− −a− −c
|

|

|

|

c− −a− −a− −c
Fig. 6. Another of an infinite family of rules.
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c− 
 −a−  −c
|

c−

|

−a−

|

−c

Fig. 7. A schematic rule, representing an infinite family of rules.

introducing overlap. Naturally there is a tradeoff; the use of schematic √
rules
implies an increase in the bound on partitioning cost—square grids are Ω( n)partitionable, a bound much higher than our previous O(log(n)) limit. The
following formalism for schematic graphs, called path expressions is designed
to permit the increase in cost to be easily calculable.

6.1 Path Expressions

A formalism for specifying the schematic representation of a family of graphs
must be such that occurrences and the various forms of overlap between productions are still recognizable. For this reason path expressions are based on
an algorithmic model, similar to regular expressions on strings.
Path expressions are built up inductively from graphs and operators representing connection, choice and repetition. Each inductive operation indicates
how one or two families of graphs with a given set of available unconnected 21 edges (or “free edges”) can be combined to generate another family of graphs.
Note that this means that the operators must not only specify the appropriate action—connection, choice, repetition—but exactly which 21 -edges are to
be connected to which others to actually form the desired structure. In the
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definition below, this function is provided by the partial bijection λ.
Definition 34 A path expression is defined inductively as follows:
(1) A dangling graph G of one node is a path expression. All 12 -edges are
considered free.
(2) If G and H are path expressions with free edges E = {e1 , . . . , en } and
F = {f1 , . . . , fn }, and λ : E ↔ F is a partial bijection, then (G ◦λ H) is
a path expression with free edges {x| (x ∈ E ∧ 6 ∃y ∈ F. λ(x) = y) ∨ (x ∈
F ∧ 6 ∃y ∈ E. λ(y) = x)}.
(3) If G and H are path expressions with free edges E = {e1 , . . . , en } and
F = {f1 , . . . , fn }, and λ : E ↔ F is a partial bijection, then (G|λ H) is a
path expression with free edges: {(e|f )| λ(e) = f }.
(4) If G is a path expression with free edges E = {e1 , . . . , en }, and λ : E ↔ E
is a partial bijection, then (G+λ ) is a path expression with free edges E.
Note that in this iterated graph there will actually be as many copies of
each 21 -edge not involved in λ as there are replications of G, but that there
will be only one copy of each 12 -edge which is involved in λ. For instance,
if we have an expression like:
+r→p









|p 
n

l /\r







(which indicates a sequence of 1 or more nodes labelled n, connected r to
p), then in any such sequence there is exactly one 21 -edge labelled p, one
labelled r, and as many labelled l as there are nodes in the sequence.
The free set will be used below to establish bounds on the partitionability
of graphs indicated by this method. For this reason it is essential that
an unbounded number of 12 -edges does not get included in the definition.
Thus, the free set for an iterated expression is defined to only include the
(single) copies of each 12 -edge involved in λ, and the very first copy of any
1
-edge not involved in λ of the sequence.
2
The set of graphs indicated by a given path expression P forms the language
of P , and is designated by L(P ).
Note that we have not defined the usual “?” (match 0 or 1 instance of a graph)
and “*” (0 or more repetitions) operators. Except for the the ability to match
the empty graph, this does not alter the expressiveness of the scheme. We
have also not included “.” (match any singleton); this could be included, but
is simple syntactic sugar for the collection of all singleton graphs cascading
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|-ed together.
Example 35 Consider the following path expression.






  |p 




 n 





 l /\r





 |p 




 n 





/\
l
r 



p→p
l→r

+(l|r)→p

This expression generates a list of nodes, connected either l to p or r to p—the
set of all paths in a binary tree from the root to any node.
The base case of a path expression is just a single dangling node. However, a
path expression can also be thought of as composed from the three operators
applied to fully-defined graphs, which are themselves constructed only from
nodes and the ◦-operator. The next two definitions formalize this concept:
Definition 36 A path expression P is concrete if P consists entirely of dangling nodes and the ‘ ◦’ operator.
Definition 37 The skeleton of a path expression P is a function formed according to the syntactic expression of P with all concrete subexpressions removed. The skeleton of P , designated by “ ∂P ,” takes concrete path expressions
as input, substituting them for the concrete expressions extracted from P . In
order to ensure ∂P is unique, it must be that if a minimum of c concrete expressions must be removed from P so there are no more concrete expressions
in P , then ∂P is a c-ary function, or of order c. The (ordered) list of c concrete expressions extracted from P is given by [P ], such that ∂P ([P ]) = P ,
with the ith element in [P ] addressable by [P ]i.
Example 38 As an example, consider the following path expression 4 and its
associated skeleton:
P = (a ◦ b)|(((d ◦ e)+)|((f )+)) ◦ ((g)+)
∂P (#1, #2, #3, #4) = (#1)|(((#2)+)|((#3)+)) ◦ ((#4)+)
Hence, [P ] = (a ◦ b, d ◦ e, f, g) where [P ]1 = a ◦ b, [P ]2 = d ◦ e and so on, and
∂P is of order four.
Some properties of path expressions should be immediately clear. For instance,
4 1 -edges
2

and 21 -edge labels are not shown.
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any path expression normally written down by a human will have some constant bound on the size of the free set dictated by the “length” of the path
expression. The length of a path expression is simply the number of nodes in
the parse tree corresponding to the inductive definition; it can also be defined
directly:
Definition 39 Given a path expression P , the length of P , given by |P | is
defined inductively:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

If
If
If
If

P
P
P
P

is a one node dangling graph, then |P | = 1.
= (G ◦λ H), then |P | = |G| + |H|.
= (G|λ H), then |P | = max(|G|, |H|) + 1.
= (G+λ ), then |P | = |G| + 1.

Path expressions are adequate for describing simple linear structures, with
limited branching. For instance, a path expression cannot be used to describe
the class of binary trees. In fact, path expressions are all O(1)-partitionable;
this is established using the following series of results.
Proposition 40 Let P be a path expression of length ℓ over nodes with bounded
degree k. Then the free set F of P is such that |F | ≤ kℓ.
PROOF. By induction on |P | = ℓ. If ℓ = 1, then P matches only a single
node of bounded degree k, and hence the free set is of size k.
Assume then that the hypothesis holds for all path expressions of length no
more than ℓ − 1 ≥ 1, and let P be a path expression of length ℓ.
If P is of the form (P1 ◦λ P2 ), then ℓ1 = |P1 | and ℓ2 = |P2 | where ℓ1 + ℓ2 = ℓ.
By inductive assumption then, P1 and P2 have free sets of size kℓ1 and kℓ2
respectively, and by definition of ‘◦’ the free set of P is no more than the
combination of the free sets of P1 and P2 , which is of size kℓ1 + kℓ1 = kℓ.
If P is of the form (P1 |λ P2 ), then by definition of ‘|’ the free set of P can be
no larger than the smaller free set between P1 and P2 ; both of which are by
inductive assumption of size no more than k(ℓ − 1).
Finally, if P is of the form (P1 +λ ), then the free set of P is identical in size to
the free set of P1 , which by inductive assumption is no more than k(ℓ − 1). ✷
Lemma 41 Let P be a path expression of length ℓ over nodes with bounded
degree k. Then any graph G ∈ L(P ) is kℓ2 -partitionable.
PROOF. By induction on ℓ.
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If ℓ = 1, then P is a single dangling node n, and partitioning is trivial. Assume
then that the inductive hypothesis is true for all path expressions of length
≤ ℓ − 1, and let P be a path expression of length ℓ > 1.
If P is of the form (P1 ◦λ P2 ), then the length of P1 and P2 will be ℓ1 and ℓ2
respectively, where 1 ≤ ℓ1 , ℓ2 ≤ ℓ−1. By inductive assumption then, any graph
specified by P1 or P2 is k(ℓ − 1)2 -partitionable. Moreover, by Proposition 40,
there are no more than k(ℓ−1) free edges emanating from (any graph specified
by) P1 to connect to P2 , and vice versa. To partition any graph specified by
P it is sufficient to partition P1 and then P2 ; this can cost no more than the
cost of partitioning the graphs specified by P1 and P2 plus the cost of severing
the k(ℓ − 1) free edges between the two subgraphs at each partition. This is
k(ℓ − 1)2 + k(ℓ − 1), which reduces to k(ℓ2 − ℓ), which is certainly no more
than kℓ2 .
If P is of the form (P1 |λ P2 ), then to partition any graph specified by P it is
sufficient to partition either P1 or P2 . The bounds therefore follow trivially
from the inductive assumption.
If P is of the form (P1 +λ ), then by inductive assumption P1 can be partitioned
with cost no more than k(ℓ − 1)2 . Since each copy of a graph specified by P1
is connected to the next copy (if one exists) in the sequence by no more than
k(ℓ − 1) connections, and to the previous copy (if one exists) in the sequence
by no more than k(ℓ − 1) connections, any subsequence of images of P1 can be
disconnected from the rest of the sequence with cost no more than 2k(ℓ − 1).
To disconnect any portion of an image of P1 from the rest of its image can
cost no more than k(ℓ − 1)2 , so disconnecting any portion of the graph has a
maximum cost of k(ℓ − 1)2 + 2k(ℓ − 1), which reduces to k(ℓ2 − 1), which is
certainly no more than kℓ2 . ✷
Theorem 42 Let P be a path expression with length and maximum degree
bounded by a constant. Then any graph G ∈ L(P ) is O(1)-partitionable.
PROOF. This follows immediately from Lemma 41. ✷
6.2 Path-Expressions in Productions
As with a normal graph specification, path expressions can be included as the
source and target of productions. However, some structure is required if such
a specification is to be sensible. It is not meaningful, for instance, for there to
be a rule like:
(a ◦ b) −→ (e|f )
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In this case it is certainly not clear what the rule is telling us to do—should
we replace the a ◦ b graph with an e node or an f node? Similarly, a rule such
as:
(a ◦ b) −→ (d ◦ e)+
does not provide enough information—how many iterations of (d ◦ e) should
(a ◦ b) be replaced with?
Such problematic interpretations can be avoided by restricting the structure of
the target path expression to be related to the path expression of the source.
As long as the structure of the target is essentially the “same” as the source
structure, modulo the specification of actual graphs, the transformation can
be unambiguously based on the actual graph matched by the source.
Suppose we restrict the free sets at each inductive level of a path expression so
only the 21 -edges actually used by an enclosing ◦, |, or +-operator are contained
in the free sets. This way the free set at each level only includes “used” edges;
any other 21 -edge not included in a free set is then certain to be dangling.
Productions using path expressions will then be formed from a collection of
mappings between corresponding concrete subexpressions of the source and
target expressions. The 12 -edges not found in the free set around each concrete
expression (and which are therefore dangling) are used by the δ function in the
same way as normal productions would. By splitting up the δ function among
the individual mappings an effect similar to an interconnected collection of
productions can be achieved, though it is also necessary to ensure these δ
mappings do not conflict. The following definition formalizes these concepts:
Definition 43 Let S and T be path expressions, such that ∂S = ∂T . Let
[S] = (C1 , . . . , Cc ) and [T ] = (D1 , . . . , Dc ), for some c, with F1 , . . . , Fc and
G1 , . . . , Gc their corresponding free sets. Let δ1 , . . . , δc be a sequence of c partial
bijections, such that δi : Ξ(Ci ) ↔ Ξ(Di ), where ∀i, 6 ∃e. (δi (e) ∈ Gi ) ∨
(δi−1 (e) ∈ Fi ). Then if ∀G ∈ L(S) G is connected, (S, T, δ1 , . . . , δc ) form a
path-extended production.
Remarks: A skeleton, such as ∂S, specifies an algorithm. When S is actually
matched with a graph, the choices made (such as which side of an | to use, or
how many iterations of a +-expression are needed) can be used to guide the
actions of the ∂T algorithm, since ∂S = ∂T . This establishes the correspondence between concrete expressions in the source and in the target. One can
view a path-extended production, then, as an interconnected series of regular
productions between corresponding concrete subexpressions of the source and
target.
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6.3 Determinism and Overlap
In order to ensure no two productions are attempting to rewrite the same
node at the same time, the sources of any two productions must not overlap.
Fortunately, a conservative answer is easily determined—although there is a
concomitant reduction in expressibility.
A path-extended production can be viewed as a collection of regular productions between corresponding concrete subexpressions of the source and target.
If for each path-extended production P we build such a set of regular productions Pb , then no two distinct productions in our original set of path-extended
productions will rewrite the same node if all of Pb is SS-overlap free. In other
words, we have to extend the concept of “SS-overlap free” to path-extended
productions.
Definition 44 Let P be a set of (path-extended) productions. Then P is SSoverlap free if the set:
Pb = {([S]i, [T ]i , δi )| 1 ≤ ı ≤ |[S]| ∧ ∃(S, T, δ1 , . . . , δ|[S]|) ∈ P}
is SS-overlap free.
Ensuring the SS-overlap free property for path-extended productions means
that no two different productions will attempt to rewrite the same graph
node. However, this is still insufficient for actually ensuring determinism; the
use of the iteration operator has not yet been fully-defined. For instance, the
following path-extended production for a linear chain of a-nodes can match
just one a, two a’s, three a’s, etc.
(−a−)+
Given a chain of a’s as an axiom, we do not know how many this expression
should match, or where it should begin. We can alleviate some of the problem by demanding that there be only one occurrence of each path-extended
rule at any one time. This ensures no node is rewritten more than once, but
introduces the problem of picking which of all possible occurrences of a given
path-extended production we should use. Even choosing the largest (in some
order) occurrence possible, does not solve the problem—when matching our
example to an axiom with a circular chain of a’s, we still do not know where to
start the occurrence. This can be dealt with by, for example, demanding each
path-extended production include at least one node (in all possible graphs
specified by the path-extended expression) which only appears once in each
graph in the grammar language; this way a largest occurrence does constrain
the possible matchings of a path-extended production.
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The existence of such “anchors” can be ensured in a number of ways. Runtime
resolution, dynamically verifying that no path-extended productions conflict,
is the simplest, though most error-prone. To statically determine the existence
of an anchor we first demand that the anchor, call it a, be identified in the
path-extended production. Then, as long there is at most one a in the axiom
or in the target of any production (in Pb ), and each time a appears in the
target of a production it also appears in the source, there will surely be only
one a in any graph in the grammar language.
Proposition 45 Let P be a set of (path-extended) productions. Then P is deterministic if P is SS-overlap free, path-extended productions match the largest
possible occurrence (under some deterministic matching strategy), and each
path-extended production includes a unique anchor in its source.

PROOF. This follows directly from the definitions of path-extended productions, anchors, and SS-overlap free. Because each path-extended production
is anchored at a unique vertex and the matching is done deterministically,
there is only one largest occurrence of each in the graph at any one time. The
SS-overlap free property then ensures no two productions, path-extended or
otherwise, interact. ✷

Remarks: Note that the expression in Example 35 could not appear in the
source of any production in an SS-overlap free set of productions. There are
two concrete expressions, 
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which trivially overlap.
In order to state the partitioning properties of path-extended grammars, it
will be convenient to reuse the ST-overlap free concept defined for regular
grammars. This notion can be defined in a manner similar to that just used
for SS-overlap free:
Definition 46 Let P be a set of (path-extended) productions. Then P is SToverlap free if the set:
Pb = {([S]i, [T ]i , δi )| 1 ≤ ı ≤ |[S]| ∧ ∃(S, T, δ1 , . . . , δ|[S]|) ∈ P}
is ST-overlap free.
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6.4 Modifications to the Tree Partition Scheme
The ST-overlap free aspect of an ordinary dangling graph grammar ensures
the existence of an associated tree partition scheme (TPS) for any graph in
the language. With some modifications to deal with the 12 -edges in the free
sets, this same concept can be used to generate TPS’s for graphs generated
by path-extended dangling graph grammars.
Each time a path-extended production P is applied, it is as if some number of
distinct productions, Pb (formed between concrete subexpressions of the source
and target of P ) were applied simultaneously. If we just consider the actions
of Pb , then if Pb is SS and ST-overlap free and has bounds (m, g, k), a bounded
tree partition scheme T (ν, τ, β = m, µ = m, λ = gk) necessarily exists. If P
maps G′ to G then T is constructed from T ′ , the TPS of G′ . The path expression operators, though, permit connections also to be established between
the embedded targets of productions in Pb by linking 21 -edges in the free sets.
These connections will not have been taken into account in constructing T .
Let E be the set of connections not considered in the construction of T . E
can be included by modifying τ (the relation mapping connections to tree
links) according to a simple observation about the elements of E. If e ∈ E
is a connection between embedded images of [T ]i and [T ]j resulting from a
+-operator, then because ∂S = ∂T for all productions and because any graph
specified by S is connected, there is necessarily some connection e′ between
corresponding embedded images of [S]i and [S]j in G′ , found as a result of
the application of a corresponding +-operator. The images of [T ]i and [T ]j
are respective rewrites of the images of [S]i and [S]j , so this implies that
the existence of a connection between embedded images of [S]i and [S]j was
already established in T ′ . Since T is an extension of T ′ , the modifications
to τ to include connections such as e can be expressed in terms of a simple
expansion of τ ′ .
This still leaves e ∈ E which is not a connection between embedded images of
[T ]i and [T ]j resulting from a +-operator. Fortunately, there can only be a fixed
number of such connections in any graph specified by P , and so the number of
such connections is bounded as a function of the length of P ; specifically, there
can be no more than kℓ such connections. The following results formalize this
argument.
Proposition 47 Let P be a path expression of length ℓ over nodes with bounded
degree k. Let C be the image of any concrete subexpression of P in a given
G ∈ L(P ). Then C is connected to G by no more than kℓ connections.
PROOF. Since P is of length ℓ and C is the image of a fully-defined graph
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within P , C can consist of no more than ℓ nodes, each with degree bounded
by k. Thus, there are no more than kℓ connections emanating from C. ✷

Let G = (A, Υ) be an SS-overlap free and ST-overlap free path-extended
dangling graph grammar with path-extended productions Υ′ ⊆ Υ where u =
|Υ′ |. Let k be a bound on the degree of any node, and let ℓ be a bound on
S c′
the length of any path expression in Υ′ . Let (A, (Υ − Υ′ ) Υ
) have constant
bounds (m, g, k), and let d be the maximum number of occurrences of concrete
expressions in the occurrence of any path-extended production.
Lemma 48 Let G = (A, Υ) be a path-extended dangling graph grammar as
s
just described. Then for any non-empty dangling graph D such that A →Υ D
for some s, there exists a bounded tree partition scheme T (ν, τ, β = m, µ =
m, λ ≤ max(∆, kℓ + gk)) for ∆ ≤ min((gk + kℓ)(kℓ)s + u((kℓ)s+1 − 1)/(kℓ −
1) − 1, gk + kℓ + ukℓs(d + 1)) such that ∀n ∈ N, Fanout(n) + wn ≤ m, where
wn is the weight of node n. Moreover, let O be an occurrence of a production
in Υ in D; then if v, v ′ are graph vertices in O, ν(v) = ν(v ′ ).

PROOF. By induction on the size of s. Let T = (N, L), where N is the set
of tree nodes and L is the set of tree edges (or links). In all cases we will let
wn = |ν −1 (n)|, and total weight W will be the number of graph vertices.
The base case, s = 0, is of course trivial. Assume true for any D ′ such that
s−1
s−1
1
A −→Υ D ′ , and let D be such that A −→Υ D ′ −→Υ D. By inductive hypothesis, there exists a bounded tree partition scheme T ′ (ν ′ , τ ′ , β ′ , µ′ , λ′ ) for
D ′ with the above properties; we will show how to extend T ′ to a bounded
tree partition scheme T for D.
The actions of the regular productions on the TPS have already been determined; assume then that a new TPS, T , has been constructed from T ′
S c′
according to the actions of (A, (Υ − Υ′ ) Υ
) and as described in Lemma 32,
with two exceptions. First, no dead branch elimination has been performed;
and second, all existing connections in G′ which were identified with a connection established between free sets of any path-extended productions in the
rewrite have been retained in τ . This latter condition means τ is still associating some connections which do not exist anymore in G with T , but it does
not increase the bound λ.
Such a construction ensures that β does not increase beyond m, µ does not
increase beyond m, and that λ remains bounded by max(λ′ , gk + kℓ); as well,
since dead branches have not been pruned, all nodes and links of T ′ are contained in T . We will now show how to integrate the extra connections implied
through the path-extended productions. There are three separate kinds of
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connections to establish.
(1) Each time a path-extended production ρ = (S, T, δ1 , . . .) is applied, it
is as if all of ρb were applied with extra connections established between
b Each one of these productions is between two concrete
productions in ρ.
subexpressions of ρ, and thus by Proposition 47 the embedded image of
any target in ρb in D can be disconnected with cost at most kℓ. Hence if
O is the image of [S]i for some i and κ(O), nO are the tree nodes (and
by construction κ(O) must exist in both T ′ and T ) associated with O
and the corresponding embedded image of [T ]i , then τ can be increased
to map the entire connectivity of the embedded image of [T ]i to the tree
link (κO, nO ). This amounts to λ being no more than kℓ for those links.
(2) If e is a connection established during the rewrite by the actions of a
+-operator of T , then as discussed above there is some corresponding
connection in S, and therefore there is some corresponding connection
e′ in G′ . In other words, if e arises from a +-operator and connects the
images of [T ]i and [T ]j in G, then there exists some e′ connecting the
corresponding images of [S]i and [S]j in G′ . Moreover, our second exceptional requirement of T stipulates that τ still maps connections like e′ to
links of T . We can replace each such e′ with at most kℓ connections each
application of each path-extended production. This implies a multiplicative increase in λ for any existing link of no more than kℓ. However, it
is also true that no more than ukℓ connections can be introduced to any
tree link in order to connect occurrences of the concrete parts of any occurrence of a path expression. Since there are at most d of these concrete
occurrences for each path-extended production, the increase in λ is also
bounded by an additive factor of udkℓ for these connections.
(3) Again, this leaves the consideration of e ∈ E which is not a connection
between embedded images of [T ]i and [T ]j resulting from a +-operator.
As mentioned there are at most kℓ such connections, and so τ will have to
associate at most kℓ more connections with any given link in T in order
to accommodate them for each of the u path-extended productions.
Thus, all connections can be included in τ with an increase in λ of at most
ukℓ for the latter connections, and either a multiplicative increase by kℓ or an
additive increase by udkℓ. Applying these increases to the inductive hypothesis
results in the described bounds. ✷
Theorem 49 Let G = (A, Υ) be a path-extended grammar as just described.
s
Then for any dangling graph D such that A →Υ D, it must be that D is
O(cs+1 log(|V |))-partitionable, and O(sd log(|V |))-partitionable.
PROOF. Lemma 48 establishes the existence of a tree partition scheme
where λ is bounded as described. By Lemma 30 this TPS can be partitioned
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with cost O(log(|V |)). ✷

7

Expressibility

There is no guarantee that the class of graphs constructed using the above
methods will be at all interesting. We can, however, demonstrate the expressibility of our scheme by showing how to generate a variety of computer science
data structures.

7.1 Reasonably-partitionable Structures

We have evinced two forms of grammar; one where the source and target
of each production must be fully-defined, resulting in O(log(n))-partitionable
graphs, and one where the source and target are specified through path expressions, resulting in O(s log(n))-partitionability for an s-step sequential derivation. Here we illustrate some possible grammars falling into the former category.

7.1.1 k-ary Trees
The class of k-ary trees is trivial to generate. The axiom consists of just a single
node, labelled root. Two rules then suffice to expand either the root or a leaf
into an internal node and k child leaves. In the case of a leaf being rewritten,
the 21 -edge connecting the rewritten leaf to its parent is associated with the 12 edge extending from the internal node. This is illustrated in Figure 5 8; Rule 1
expands the root node, and Rules 2 and 3 (shown as one rule—there should
actually be two rules, one if the e-node is a left child of its parent, and a
symmetric one if e is the right child) expand a left child or a right child.
5

Edge labels and the δ function are not illustrated; they should be obvious from
the geometric positioning of the 12 -edges.
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Fig. 10. A grammar generating leaf-threaded trees.

7.1.2 Threaded k-ary Trees
By adding two 21 -edges to each node, for left and right threaded neighbours,
threading can be maintained as the leaves are expanded (see Figure 9; threading is shown using dashed lines). If just the leaves are to be threaded, the
process is similar; expanded leaves generate a leaf-threaded subtree, and the
original threaded neighbours are transferred to the new leaf children (Figure 10). Our examples illustrate binary trees and inorder threading, but clearly
it is possible to accommodate any recursive threading policy in the same way.

7.1.3 Linked Lists
Normal linked lists can be easily generated by marking the tail and/or head
of the list distinctly, and then generating new entries by expanding the tail or
head into an internal node and a new tail or head (Figure 11). If the list is
intended to be circular, then an extra connection between the head and tail is
maintained through the rewrites (Figure 12). Different orders of application for
the rules then correspond to the different variations on lists—stacks, queues,
double-ended queues, etc.
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Fig. 13. A grammar generating compiler control flow graphs.

7.1.4 Compiler Control-Flow Graphs
Structured procedural languages can be modelled by graphs, with linked lists
of nodes representing sequences of statements, and cycles representing loops
and conditionals. The usual directedness of these graphs is simply reflected in
the choice of edge labels.
Such a grammar is shown in Figure 13. The axiom thus consists of a single
statement node bracketed by a begin and end marker. Rules exist to expand
a statement node into a pair (or more) of statement nodes (Rule 1), into a
loop statement consisting of a cycle including a statement node (Rule 2), or
into a conditional, consisting of a cycle with true and false branches, with the
conditional exit continuing control flow out of the conditional (Rule 3).
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7.2 Path-Extended Grammars

Generating dense graphs is performed with a bound on partitionability proportional to sd log(n), where s is the number of times a path extended production
applied and d is the maximum number of occurrences of concrete subexpressions in any path-extended occurrence, and an exponential bound as well.
Thus the number of times a set of productions can be applied is an important
factor in these grammars. Below are a few interesting graphs which can be
produced with this scheme, along with their actual partitionability bounds.

7.2.1 Rectangular Grids
Rectangular grids are one of the more difficult classes of graphs to express using graph grammars; generating a rectangular grid requires either overlapped
productions or coordinated action between productions, neither of which is
possible with a normal dangling graph grammar. With path-extended productions, though, the process is quite straightforward (see Figure 14). The
axiom is an initial minimal grid, and there are only two rules. Rule 1 expands
the width of a rectangular grid by one column, and Rule 2 rule expands the
height by one row.
Our partitionability bounds as given by Theorem 49 are far from optimal in
this case.
√ Our exponential or length-driven bounds do not compare to the actual Θ( n) bounds on partitionability. In this case, though, the upper-bound
on partitioning the TPS from which these bounds are derived is misleading.
If the grid is produced by first generating the width and then the height, the
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TPS inductively constructed according to Lemma 32 will look isomorphic to:
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Each application of the path expression then increase the number of connections mapped to each tree link in the TPS by only a constant amount.
Moreover, since the TPS itself is a path expression, by Theorem 42 the TPS
can be√partitioned with cost O(1)—reducing the cost of partitioning the grid
to O( n).

7.3 Contexts

The above examples are all of grammars with the productions having just
single nodes in their source graphs. Data structures which are built based on
the local nature of the surrounding graph require contexts or larger source
graphs to distinguish which vertices are to be expanded. A tree, for example,
where right-child leaves are expanded only if the corresponding leaf-child leaves
have already been expanded would need this sort of local information (see
Figure 15).
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8

Tree Width

Tree-width is a concept in graph theory meant to model how “close” a given
graph is to a tree. More importantly, a bounded tree-width specifies a large
class of graphs for which polynomial-time (and often linear-time) algorithms
exist for a variety of problems in NP [4,5,13,64,96]. If we can find a tree partition scheme for a given graph, however, it is possible to adapt the tree partition scheme into a tree decomposition, and the tree-width is then necessarily
bounded. First, however, we must define tree-width:
Definition 50 Let T = (N, L) be a tree with nodes N and edges L. Then
π : N × N → P(N) is a function returning the set of vertices forming the
loop-free path connecting the two input vertices.
Definition 51 Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A tree-decomposition of G is a
tree T = (N, L) and a function σ : N → P(V ) such that:
(1) ∀(v, v ′ ) ∈ E, ∃n ∈ N. v, v ′ ∈ σ(n).
T
b ∈ π(n, n′ ) v ∈ σ(n
b)
(2) ∀n, n′ [
∈ N, v ∈ σ(n) σ(n′ ) ⇒ ∀n
(3) V =
σ(n).
n∈N

Let mT be the maximum cardinality of any σ(n) in T ; i.e., mT = max|σ(n)|
over all n in N. Then the tree-width of D is defined as one less than the
minimum mT over all tree-decompositions T .
Lemma 52 Let D = (V, E, νD , φ, ψ, ΣV , ΣE , C) be a dangling graph, and let
T (νT , τ, β, µ, λ) = (N, L) be a bounded tree partition scheme for D. Necessarily
D has tree-width smaller than 2βλ + µ.
PROOF. We will construct a function σ which together with (N, L) forms a
tree decomposition of D. Let ℓ(n) be the set of outgoing links attached to a
node n in N. Define σ : N → P(V ) as:
σ(n) = {v ∈ V | νT (v) = n}

[

{v ∈ V | ∃e, e′ ∈ E, ∃l ∈ ℓ(n). νD (e) = v ∧ (e, e′ )τ l}

The function σ maps each tree node n in T to the set of vertices which are
mapped by νT to n, or which are included in a connection relation which is
mapped by τ to an outgoing edge attached to n. We now verify that σ has
the tree decomposition properties.
Let ǫ : N → P(V ) be a function returning the subset of V corresponding to a
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given node (subtree) in T . Note that if and only if n ∈ Subtree(n′ ) for two tree
nodes n, n′ , then ǫ(n) ⊆ ǫ(n′ ). Also note that by definition of TPS, a vertex v
is in ǫ(n) for a tree node n if and only if ∃n′ ∈ Subtree(n). νT (v) = n′ .
By definition of T , every vertex in V is already uniquely mapped by νT to some
node in N, so certainly σ covers the vertices of D. Every connection relation
c in C is either between two vertices both mapped to the same tree node in
T , in which case a node in T must exist containing both endpoints, or c links
two nodes which are not mapped by νT to the same tree node. In the latter
case, let v, v ′ ∈ V be the two vertex endpoints. At least one of the subtrees
rooted at νT (v) or νT (v ′ ) must not contain the other, and so c is a connection
relation which must be broken to separate ǫ(νT (v)) from ǫ(νT (v ′ )). Now, by
definition of T , c is associated by τ to each link along π(νT (v), νT (v ′ )), which
must be a chain of at least 2 nodes. Thus, by construction of σ, there will be
a node n with both v ∈ σ(n) and v ′ ∈ σ(n)
The remaining property to show is that whenever a graph vertex v is contained
b ) for
in σ(n) ∩ σ(n′ ) for two tree nodes n, n′ , then it is also contained in σ(n
′
′
b along the simple path between n and n . Let v, n, n be a vertex and
each n
two nodes in such a situation. Vertex v is mapped by σ to node n (and to
node n′ ) for one of two reasons: 1) νT (v) = n, or 2) some connection to v is
associated by τ to an outgoing link of n.
(1) v ∈ ǫ(n), v ∈ σ(n′ ) by reason 2). This means that in order to partition
ǫ(m′ ) for some child m′ of n′ it is necessary to cut a connection c to v;
or, equivalently, only one of v and some neighbour v ′ of v is in ǫ(m′ ).
b ∈ π(n, n′ ) ǫ(n
b ) ⊆ ǫ(n′ ). The
(a) v ∈ ǫ(m′ ). Then ǫ(n) ⊆ ǫ(n′ ) and ∀n
b ), and is thus
connection c must then be broken to partition any ǫ(n
′
mapped by τ to all links along π(n, n ). By definition of σ, v will then
be mapped by to all nodes in π(n, n′ ).
(b) v ′ ∈ ǫ(m′ ). Then either ǫ(n′ ) ⊆ ǫ(n) or ǫ(n) and ǫ(n′ ) are disjoint.
b ∈ π(n′ , n) such that ∀n
b′ ∈
(i) ǫ(n′ ) ⊆ ǫ(n). There exists a node n
′
′
′
b , n) it is the case that v ∈ ǫ(n
b ), and ∀n
b ∈ (π(n , n
b ) − {n
b })
π(n
′
b ). Each of the former must be such that either
we have v 6∈ ǫ(n
′
b or there is some child m
c′ with v 6∈ ǫ(m
c′ ) or there
νT (v) = n
′′
c
c′ ). In all
is some child m′ with a neighbour v of v outside ǫ(m
b ′ ) will include v. Each of the latter cases must have
situations σ(n
c′ ),
the same connection c between v ′ and v cut to partition ǫ(m
′
′
c , and so σ(n
b ) will include v.
for some child m
′
(ii) ǫ(n) and ǫ(n ) are disjoint. Then τ must map c to the link beb ∈ π(n, n′ ) and its child m
c ∈ π(n, n′ ) where ǫ(m
c)
tween any n
′
contains only one of ǫ(n) or ǫ(n ). Hence by definition of σ, v is
b ).
in σ(n
(2) v 6∈ ǫ(n), v ∈ σ(n′ ) by reason 2). Then v ∈ σ(n) by reason 2) as well, and
ǫ(m) for some child m of n contains a neighbour v ′ of v. If v ∈ ǫ(n′ ) then
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of course the situation is symmetric to case 1, so we can assume v 6∈ ǫ(n′ ).
b ∈ π(n, n′ ) such that v 6∈ ǫ(n
b ) must have a child containing either
Any n
′
b ). If some n
b does contain v then
(or both) v and v , so certainly v ∈ σ(n
situation is symmetric to a sub-case of case 1.
This establishes that the tree T and function σ represent a valid representation from which one can derive (an upper bound on) tree-width. Since the
number of outgoing links from any node in T is bounded by β, the number of
connection relations mapped to a given tree link is bounded by λ, and µ is a
bound on the number of vertices mapped by νT to any node, there will never
be more than 2βλ + µ vertices of D mapped by σ to any single tree node in
T. ✷
Theorem 53 Let G be an ST-overlap free dangling graph grammar with constant bounds (m, g, k). Let D = (V, E, ν, φ, ψ, ΣV , ΣE , C) be a dangling graph
∗
such that A →Υ D, necessarily D has tree-width smaller than 2mgk + m.
PROOF. By Lemma 32 a bounded tree partition scheme T (νT , τ, β = m, µ =
m, λ = gk) exists for D. By Lemma 52 this implies an upper bound on treewidth of 2mgk + m − 1. ✷
Theorem 54 Let G be an ST-overlap free path-extended dangling graph grammar with path-extended productions Υ′ ⊆ Υ where u = |Υ′ |. Let ℓ be a
bound on the length of any path expression in Υ′ , let d be the maximum
number of occurrences of concrete subexpressions in any occurrence of a pathS c′
extended production, and let (A, (Υ − Υ′ ) Υ
) have constant bounds (m, g, k).
s
If D = (V, E, ν, φ, ψ, ΣV , ΣE , C) is a dangling graph such that A →Υ D, then
necessarily D has tree-width smaller than 2m max(∆, kℓ + gk)) + m where
∆ ≤ min((gk + kℓ)(kℓ)s + u((kℓ)s+1 − 1)/(kℓ − 1) − 1, gk + kℓ + ukℓs(d + 1)).
PROOF. By Lemma 48 a bounded tree partition scheme exists for D with the
given bounds. By Lemma 52 this implies the upper bound on tree-width. ✷
Corollary 55 Rectangular grids of size w × h have tree-width of O(w + h).
PROOF. By construction of the grammar in Figure 14, we find that the
bounds on the grammar are all small constants: m = 9, u = 2, k = 4, ℓ = 9,
g = 2. Since any rectangular grid can be generated by this grammar in w + h
steps, s = w + h. By Lemma 52, and the construction in section 7.2.1 the
upper bound on tree-width follows. ✷
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Corollary
√
√ 55 jibes nicely with existing results; it√is known that square grids of
n × n vertices (n ≥ 2) have a tree-width of n [90].

9

Related Work

In the interests of generality, we have investigated graph partitioning under
the assumption that any number of partitions may be demanded. However,
related problems such as determining the minimum number of edges to be
cut to separate a graph into just k partitions for a fixed k, or determining
the smallest set of vertices separating the graph into two partitions with no
edges between them, have been examined extensively. Both problems are NPcomplete in general, but have tractable versions for specific classes of graphs.
In 1979, for instance, Lipton and Tarjan [75] solved the latter problem
for
√
planar graphs, by showing that all planar graphs have a set of O( n) separator vertices; an extension of this classic result to graphs of fixed genus is
available [97] and other variations have been explored [12,21] from the viewpoint of graph embedding. Unfortunately, these results do not easily transfer
to the p-partitioning problem for any arbitrary p, nor do they tend to produce
partitionings with the tight balancing and communication costs we require.
One of the simpler structures to partition is of course trees, and there have been
a variety of different approaches. Lukes gives an efficient algorithm based on
dynamic programming for finding connected partitions of trees [78]. A similar
problem has been looked at by Kundu and Misra, who give a linear algorithm
for finding an optimal cut partitioning, where each subtree contains at most a
given number of nodes, though there may or may not be a total of k partitions
produced [67]. While these algorithms are interesting and have some similarity
to our tree partitioning algorithm of Section 4, we do not necessarily require
connectivity, and we do require there to be a given number of partitions.
Heuristic attacks on partitioning problems abound. Perhaps the most wellknown is the Kernighan-Lin heuristic [62]: a graph is first partitioned arbitrarily, and the partitioning is then improved by exchanging vertices between
partitions. This technique was later extended by Fiduccia and Mattheyses [38].
Feo and Khellaf have developed a heuristic based on a recursive pair-wise
grouping of nodes for k-partitioning when k is large [36]. More recent methods
include Spectral Bisection [46], Simulated Annealing [59], and others; heuristic
combinations of such methods have also been quite successful [19,60,98]. We
of course are interested in deterministic methods; recently, direct approaches
that find cuts within a specific bound of the optimal have been investigated;
for instance, Saran and Vazirani find minimum k cuts within at most (2−2/k)
of the optimal [92]. While polynomial (O(np ) for some p), direct methods such
as these are still too expensive for dynamic graphs.
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Data partitioning explicity for irregular problems has also been explored.
Nakanishi et al. [83], for instance, develop a “Heirarchical Data Partitioning” graph, incorporating a hierarchical representation of control flow and
control-flow dependencies. This is a general model for partitioning that does
not attempt to utilize any structure-specific information, and does not include
cost bounds. Naturally, better results can be obtained if even general characteristics of such algorithms are known; this is the approach taken by Gautier,
Roch and Villard [41]. They identify several programming paradigms for dealing with irregular problems in order to produce a classification scheme. Their
efforts are meant to facilitate either manual or automatic load-balancing and
not to actually specify such algorithms. Das, Moser and Melliar-Smith [18]
also give a generic approach through the presentation of hardware designed
to support irregular data accesses, called the “Intersecting Broadcast Machine.” By distributed data randomly, and maintaining multiple copies of data
through broadcasts, they can show (experimentally) very good load-balancing
and processor utilization; however, their method is stochastic, rather than
deterministic. Alternatively, there are many algorithms for tackling specific
problem areas: backtracking search trees [91], Finite Element Methods on irregular domains [9,20,43,98], particle systems [79], etc. Most of these make use
of heuristics or randomized techniques, such as greedy graph clustering [35],
simulated annealing and recursive bisection.

9.1 Analyzing Irregular Data Structures

One possible approach to irregular data structures is to find some way to
express them that makes their actions more predictable. We argue that most
irregular data structures are simple variations on well-known structures; our
graph grammar systems can be seen as a method of making irregular data
structures more “regular,” and hence analyzable. There have been a few similar
approaches, with various goals in mind.
The Abstract Description of Data Structures (ADDS) formalism of Hummel,
Hendren and Nicolau [48] falls into this category. Recursive data structure
definitions are augmented by a set of keywords defining the general shape
(via interacting dimensions), and the intended traversals as well. A doublylinked list, for instance, might be specified as consisting of two dimensions,
one uniquely forward along the next pointer and the other backward along the
previous pointer. The emphasis here is on increasing the compiler’s ability to
perform automatic error detection, optimizations, and fine-grain parallelization, and not to dictate graph structure.
A similar linguistic approach is given by Gupta [44], with intent to extend
SPMD-style parallelism to dynamic data structures. Data structures may be
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local or distributed, and distribution and naming strategies are user-specified
(default strategies exist too). While quite flexible, this approach still requires
the programmer to define the partitioning (or accept the default), and is primarily a descriptive rather than prescriptive approach. The emphasis here is
on correct and fast execution of the run-time system, and not on ensuring the
quality of the partitions.
Klarlund and Schwartzbach [63] have developed an extension to data types by
appending routing expressions to recursive type definitions: a spanning tree
is specified using the normal recursive definition, and a regular string expression over edge labels and simple node predicates (such as “this is a leaf”) is
allowed to dictate further connectivity. This allows the expression of recursive
data structures which do not strictly form trees, but without the generality of
arbitrary and explicit pointers. Like our path expressions, their routing expressions are based on a generalization of regular expressions on character strings,
though their formalism includes logical decision operators as well as simple
pattern matching. This model is directed toward facilitating automated reasoning about pointer structures, though and not partitionability—graph types
exist for structures that are relatively expensive to partition, like a binary tree
with all leaves pointing to the root.

9.2 Graph Grammars

We have used graph grammars as the basis for our representation of data
structures. Because of their flexibility and necessary formalization of rewrites,
graph grammars are an attractive model for data structure development; by
eliminating many of the problems associated with pointers, such as the inevitable temporary inconsistencies as pointers are updated, graph grammars
are able to represent data structures and modifications in a way that tends to
make analyses and interpretive results considerably more feasible than with
pointers. Our method constitutes a novel use of graph grammars even within
this context; however, we are certainly not the first to use such a formalism
to represent data structures. In the text that follows we offer a brief synopsis
of other work on graph grammars, followed by a description of how they have
been applied to algorithm and data structure development.
A paper by the ESPRIT Basic Research Working Group No. 3299 [84] gives
a history of the different forms and directions of research into graph grammars. There have been a wide variety of approaches. The “algebraic” method
of Ehrig and Schneider and Löwe [8,26–28,77], also known as the “Berlin
Approach,” concentrates on Categorical representations of graph grammars.
This primarily theoretical body of work allows for the specification of properties that permit concurrent application and amalgamation of rules, in a
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non-specific setting. Courcelle [13,15] gives another abstract approach based
on the logical interpretation of graphs. By showing that various graph properties cannot be expressed in certain logical languages, he is able to define an
expressiveness heirarchy, and relates this to a specific form of graph grammar
(hyperedge replacement grammars).
More concrete definitions and results also exist. One of the first and most
successful (i.e., long-lived) forms of graph grammar is the “Node Label Controlled” (NLC) formalism of Janssens and and Rozenberg [50]. Here each production rewrites a single node to an arbitrary graph (of fixed size), and connections are established based on a connection (embedding) relation (a set of
pairs of node labels); each time a rewrite is performed, nodes in the newly embedded graph are hooked up to the nodes surrounding the original rewritten
node based on the pairs. There is only one connection relation for all productions. Janssens and Rozenberg have shown this model to be quite robust
under many variations [51], and have used this as the basis for an expressiveness heirarchy [57,58].
The restricted form of the embedding relation in NLC grammars can be inconvenient. “Neighbourhood Controlled Embedding” (NCE) grammars generalize
this function, allowing each rule to specify its own embedded relation [53,54].
NCE grammars also permit the left-side of each rule to be an arbitrary graph,
not just a single node. These would seem to be extensions that would make
NCE grammars strictly more powerful than NLC, and this is true of general
NCE; however, if NCE grammars are constrained to have just one node on
the left-side of each rule, “1-NCE” grammars, then it turns out NLC is just
as powerful: NLC = 1 − NCE ⊂ NCE [54]. This makes NCE grammars a
particularly flexible model.
There have been numerous variations on NCE and a readable introduction
to the different forms of NLC and NCE grammars is given by Engelfriet and
Rozenberg [34]. “dNCE” extends NCE to directed graphs [52], and “eNCE” includes edge-labels into NCE [11,30]; the combination, “edNCE”, having both.
The most useful extension seems to be “C-edNCE”, or Confluent edNCE
grammars [31,32]. Confluence in this context means that the order of rule
applications is unimportant—any order generates the same graph (confluence
is defined formally by Courcelle in [14]). This sort of determinism is useful for
reasoning about expressiveness (and for parallelism in rule applications), and
seems to produce a fairly natural class of grammars; it has been shown that
C-edNCE grammars generate languages which can be characterized in terms
of Monadic Second-Order Logic on Trees [32], “Separated Handle-Rewriting
Hypergraph Grammars” (S-HH) [16], and others.
This last category hints at one of the major dichotomies in graph grammar
theory: the distinction between node-rewriting and edge-rewriting grammars.
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While the former transform graphs by mapping nodes to graphs (and includes
NLC and NCE), and so edges in the original graph are only manipulated as
a consequence of node transformations, the latter rewrite (hyper)edges 6 to
(hyper)graphs. (Hyper)edge rewriting grammars have been primarily investigated by Kreowski [45,23], Lautemann [71,70] and Courcelle [13,15], where
they have been successfully used to establish many decidability properties for
graph languages. The extension to handle-rewriting hypergraph grammars is
through the inclusion of the vertices to which the hyperedge is attached in the
rewrite; such a structure is called a “handle.”
There have been attempts to reconcile the two approaches. For instance, the
schematic formalization of graph grammars developed by Kreowski and Rozenberg [65,66] encompasses a large variety of grammars in both camps. They
describe the actions of graph grammars in terms of five basic operations:
choose a rule application, check its applicability, remove the designated parts
of the graph, add parts to the graph, and finally connect graph elements. Unfortunately, such a high level of abstraction does not engender many useful
results. More specific results, particularly for the context-free/confluent versions, have begun to appear in the last few years. Node and edge grammars
are united, for instance in the paper (mentioned above) by Courcelle, Engelfriet and Rozenberg showing that S-HH grammars are expressively equivalent
to C-edNCE [16,17], as well as by Engelfriet and Heyker showing that “Context Free Hypergraph Grammars” (CFHG) have the same expressive power
as C-edNCE when both are restricted to graphs of bounded degree [33].
Our grammars are designed for two goals; to allow for the easy expression
of partitionings and associated problems, and to accurately model (doublyconnected) data structures. The resulting formalism is distinct from any of
these existing systems; like eNCE we permit more than one node on the leftside of a production, and have separate embedding relations for each rule,
though our embedding relation more precisely resembles that used by Slisenko,
in a work describing a polynomial-time solution to the Hamiltonian Circuit
problem for certain graphs [96]. However, there are many important differences, such as the use of 12 -edges, and restrictions we have introduced to make
the execution of our model practical: bounded-degree, no node can being allowed to have more than one 12 -edge attached with the same label, matching
by bijection, ST-overlap free, etc. This makes comparisons somewhat difficult to perform, although the overall simularity makes it seem likely that our
grammars have an expressive power somewhere between 1-eNCE and eNCE.
Our model is also not context-free; our basic dangling graph grammars are
permitted to have SS-overlap which can make the resulting language dependent on the order of rule application. When we introduce our parallel graph
grammars we must of course ensure that no two rules overlap, but the use
6

A generalization of edges, hyperedges connect more than two nodes together.
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of (non-rewritten) contexts again makes the language order-dependent. The
concept of non-rewritten local contexts for productions is well-established in
the theory of L-Systems, a parallel form of string-rewriting grammar [73,86].

9.3 Using Graph Grammars

Graph grammars have been used for a variety of purposes related to parallelism and data structure development. Graph grammars, for instance, have
been used to analyse network reliability [85], solid modeling for CAD/CAM
systems [39], compiler generation [47], and as a syntax for visual representations [89].
There have also been approaches to data structure manipulation based on
graph grammars, though none have dealt with the partitioning problems arising from coarse-grained parallelism. One of the earliest was the IPSEN project
of Nagl et al. [81]. The goal here was to give formal methods for software development, using graph grammars as a specification system. This project spawned
the well-known “PROGRESS” (PROgrammed Graph Rewriting SyStems)
language of Schürr, a graph rewriting formalism intended for generic software development [94,95]. This is a complete system, including language and
(textual) editing environment. As with the original IPSEN project, though,
many of its constructs, such as the use of directed edges and matching rules
through an (unrestrained) graph query sublanguage, make partitioning difficult, and so they are unsuitable for our purposes. The intermediate language
“Lean” by Barendregt et al. [6] is another generic graph grammar language,
with a similar drawback. There have also been many papers on implementing database queries and transformations using graph grammars [2,3,40], but
again these contain constructs which make partitioning difficult.
Specifically for parallel applications, Janssens and Rozenberg [56] give a theoretical result where they model the behaviour of an Actor grammar using
graph transformations. Barthelmann and Schied also use graph grammars as
the semantics of a parallel language, “DHOP” [7], and Glauert, Kennaway and
Sleep have developed “Dactl” as a graph grammar-based common target language for a number of other languages [42]. All of these approaches, while interesting and designed to deal with parallelism, take a relatively “fine-grained”
approach to parallelism, essentially rendering the partitioning problem moot.
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10

Conclusions

Our grammars cannot generate all graphs. A formalism which generates all
graphs with their corresponding partitionings is unlikely to exist given the
plethora of NP problems in the area of graph partitioning. Nevertheless, our
formalism is expressive enough to include a large variety of graphs and structures commonly used in computer science applications. The grammar-based
method we have defined also includes some capacity for use in incremental
situations. Since the grammar rules used for graph construction can also be
used for updates, the new partitioning can be related to the old in a manner
corresponding to the actual update. Roughly speaking, this means a small
change in the data structure will result in an equally small change in the partitioning. Such a natural correlation makes our method especially useful for
dynamically-changing structures, and we are currently investigating the limits
of this approach.
Graphs with bounded tree-width have been recognized as constituting a class
of graphs about which many difficult problems, some in NP, can be solved efficiently [4,5,13,68,69,71,90,96]. We have taken the opposite approach, starting
with a difficult problem and showing that a certain efficient solution implies
an upper bound on tree-width related to the partitionability of the graph.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to find our solution converging to the same class
of graphs. Tree-width is clearly a fundamental property in graphs, and the
connections with complexity theory add credence to our initial assumptions.
A major theoretical question is whether the bounded tree-width of the graphs
generated by our grammars is a requirement for being reasonably-partitionable.
It is straightforward to find examples of the converse—a tree consisting of a
root with n − 1 children has tree-width 1, the same as any other tree, but has
a lower bound on partitionability of n − 1. But if a graph is “as partitionable
as a tree,” is it necessarily tree-like? Of course, an affirmative answer would
still not make partitionability easy to recognize.
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